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►

WHAT is service-learning?

►

WHY consider implementing a service-learning project?

►

HOW do you implement a service-learning project?

►

WHERE can you find additional resources?

I. WHAT is Service-Learning?

WHAT is Service-Learning?
▶

Defining Service-Learning:
►

At a basic level, service-learning can be defined as a set of activities that
have two characteristics:
▶

▶

1) they enhance either the delivery or the impact of the curricular
material, usually, but not always, within the context of a specific course,
and
2) they take place within a service framework where additional
experience with civic engagement or social contribution will be obtained.

Hadlock, C.R. (2005). “Introduction and Overview.” In C.R. Hadlock (Ed.), Mathematics in
service to the community: Concepts and models for service-learning in the mathematical
sciences. Washington, DC: Mathematical Association of America.
▶

In the context of AP Statistics:
►

Identifying a non-profit service agency which requires survey research
(program evaluation, client needs assessment, etc.)

►

Students develop a survey instrument, conduct survey, compile and code
data, analyze data, present results

WHAT is Service-Learning?
Examples:
▶

Evaluating the effectiveness of the county in providing aid to wildfire victims as
compared to the aid provided by volunteer organizations

▶

Examining volunteer and camper retention in an inner city after school program

▶

Analyzing adoption trends for a local no-kill animal shelter

▶

Determining community satisfaction in regards to new developments by the city
parks and recreation department

▶

Comparing drug/alcohol abuse before and after establishing residence in an
affordable housing community for the chronically homeless

II. WHY Consider Implementing
a Service-Learning Project?

WHY consider Service-Learning?

WHY consider Service-Learning?
“Nothing against stats, I'm just not very good at it. I just have to dig in
when I really want to learn something. I have to spend a lot of time on
it. In some ways, I felt like having to use stats to figure out what we
learned was frustrating, but I thought it was good too. The benefits
were, I was actually seeing this was a real life thing. You're going to
use stats in really life. You're going to be able to actually benefit
people. You're going to benefit yourself.”
- Student quote on the stats service-learning project from this past year

WHY consider Service-Learning?
▶

The enhancement of curricular impact can derive from different
sources:
►
►
►
►

▶

Exposure to new techniques and ideas
Motivation from seeing curricular material in action
Higher student energy level due to bonding with a client organization
and helping meet its needs
More extensive discussion of course material due to the interactive
nature of most service-learning projects

Ultimately the motivation for service-learning is not only
developing higher-order critical thinking in real-world contexts but
also increasing the feeling of engagement on the part of the
student
Hadlock (2005)

WHY consider Service-Learning?

III. HOW do You Implement a
Service-Learning Project?

HOW do you implement Service-Learning?
Determine a community partner that has the time to communicate on a
regular basis with you and your students and where students will be
addressing a real community need.
▶

The community partner must be viewed as a co-instructor

▶

Discuss with the community partner:
►

The academic calendar the students are operating under

►

The difference between SL and community service

►

The learning objectives for your course

►

Deadlines for stages/completion of the project

►

Plan for final presentation of deliverables to all stakeholders

▶

Students already involved in community service can be an excellent resource

▶

In lieu of a partner organization you can also consider a general community need
for students to address.

HOW do you implement Service-Learning?
Organization:
Large Scale
▶

Organization or cause
selected by teacher or entire
class

▶

Organization:
Small Scale
▶

Organizations selected by
individual student teams

Teams of students work on
components

▶

Teams of students work on
separate projects

▶

More work for teacher but
more reliability in community
partnership

▶

Organization is meaningful to
students but questions vary

▶

Is every student involved in
the entire statistical process?

▶

Is every student involved in
the entire statistical process?

HOW do you implement Service-Learning?
Timeframe:
Spring Semester

Timeframe:
Year Long

▶

Students equipped on survey
methods and data display
during fall “mini-projects”

▶

Fall portion of project starts
with meeting agency and
writing proposal

▶

Spring semester starts with
meeting agency and writing
proposal

▶

Students write, refine, and
administer survey in fall in
conjunction with when unit is
taught

▶

Data gathered by mid
semester and inference
procedures applied when
taught

▶

Data gathered in fall can be
used as inference
procedures are taught in
spring

▶

Time between AP exam and
end of semester? Write and
present report

▶

Final report and presentation
can take place prior to AP
exam

HOW do you implement Service-Learning?
Reflection
“Service-learning in its most effective and well-developed sense is more than another
name for ‘real-world learning’ and consists of more than applied work in the public/nonprofit sector. It involves a multilayered reflection process that can substantially increase
its educational value in a broad sense…. Service-learning reflection asks the learner to
become more aware of what he/she brings to the learning process: values, assumptions,
biases – many of which are unexamined and potentially problematic….To leave these
aspects unexplored would be to miss a vital educational opportunity, for they invariably
stir up thoughts and feelings highly deserving of reflection and discussion.”
►

Zlotowski (2005) Zlotkowski, E. (2005). “Foreward.” In C.R. Hadlock (Ed.),
Mathematics in service to the community: Concepts and models for servicelearning in the mathematical sciences. Washington, DC: Mathematical
Association of America.

HOW do you implement Service-Learning?
Reflection
“Some people may think that this reflection process refers to a kind of ‘touchy-feely’
exercise that might be quite foreign to the mathematics classroom. I prefer to think of it
as the processing of a rather complex set of experiences to assure that students share
and solidify their insights and thus obtain maximum lasting benefits. This has actually
been one of the most important contributions of the service-learning initiative.”
►

Hadlock, C.R. (2005). “Introduction and Overview.” In C.R. Hadlock (Ed.),
Mathematics in service to the community: Concepts and models for servicelearning in the mathematical sciences. Washington, DC: Mathematical
Association of America.

HOW do you implement Service-Learning?
Reflection
▶

How often do you want to utilize it?
► Should at least have a reflection pre-project, mid-project, and post-project.
► Suggestion from literature is weekly to bi-weekly during the course of project

▶

Through what means will you utilize it?
► Student notebooks
► Handout with questions
► Google doc
►

▶

Other

What will you ask or have students do?
► Reflection on the statistical/mathematical skills involved
► Reflection on the other skills/experiences involved

IV. WHERE Can You Find
Additional Resources?

WHERE can you find resources?
►

www.SLmath.com

►

Forthcoming AP with WE service partnership?

►

Issue of PRIMUS Dedicated to Successful Service Learning Resources
(Volume 23, Issue 6, 2013):
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/upri20/23/6#.U4iSufldUmM

►

Mathematics in Service to the Community: concepts and models for service
learning in the mathematical sciences, Charles Robert Hadlock (MAA Notes
Series)

►

Service-Learning Session from JMM 2011:
http://www.math-cs.gordon.edu/~kcrisman/SLTalks/

QUESTIONS?
What excites you about implementing a servicelearning project in your class? Why do you think
service-learning might be a good idea for your
students?
What makes you reluctant to implement a servicelearning project in in your class? What concerns do
you have in undertaking such an endeavor?

